Debs Prepares to Test Vote Rights This Fall

Sacco, Vanzetti, Were Railroaded, Says N. Y. World
Big Metropolitan Daily Makes Statement After Special Investigation.

Debs Family Give $100 to Socialist Campaign Fund

The following message accompanied by a $100 check was received by the Secretary of the Socialist Party of America from the office of Salmon Z. Debs in Chicago: "We were present at the Socialist convention in New York and the delegates there voted in favor of the principle of the Debs family giving $100 to the socialist campaign. The amount was to be contributed by the late Eugene V. Debs because he was not able to attend the convention. The check is enclosed to show that the principle was carried out." The amount of the check is $100. The Debs family consists of Eugene V. Debs, his wife, and their two children, who are now living in Chicago. They were present at the convention and voted in favor of the principle of the Debs family giving $100 to the socialist campaign.

U.S. Tricked By Mussolini In Debt Deal

Dictator Makes Money Loyed to Restore Industry Into Foreign Hands.

Green Pledges Aid of Labor in War on Fascism
A. F. of L. Leader Suggests Policies in New York Convention

Mussolini's Long Arm Would Sieze Italy's Refugees

The Italian government has taken steps to prevent the entry of refugees into Italy. The Italian government has issued a proclamation declaring that all refugees who attempt to enter Italy will be considered as illegal immigrants and will be deported. The Italian government has also taken steps to prevent the distribution of refugees to political groups and organizations.

Socialists of New York Name Strong Ticket

Will Be Only Labor Ticket in Field This Year in That City

The socialists of New York have nominated a strong ticket for the local, state and national elections. The ticket includes several well-known socialists, including Eugene V. Debs, who is the presidential candidate. The socialists have also nominated several candidates for state and national offices.

Low Wages Kill Mothers

A. F. of L. Study on Death Rate among Women Workers in Textile Mills Indicates Wages in Textile Mills Are Sufficient to Prevent Maternity

20,000 Men Get Most of Coolidge's Prosperity

Passaic Police Brutality Club A. F. of L. Men

And They Say It Can't Be Done

The broadcaster will be on the air tonight at 8 p.m. to broadcast the news of the day. The broadcast will be from the broadcasting studio on the 10th floor of the American Building.

Judicial Tyranny Drives Canadians Into Labor Party

Chances of Labor Candidates Increasing in Canadian Years Close. By C. McKay
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Nation-wide Activities of the Socialist Party

Better Support Will Be Needed
For Appeal Fund

Four Army Scouts Win
Prize the Second Week

Manager Warns Socialists
Capitalists are Stealing
$1,000,000 Weekly

Miss Sender to Start Tour Soon

British Miners’ Fund for August

Manager Warns Socialists
Capitalists are Stealing
$1,000,000 Weekly

It is not the American people who are the real sufferers.

National Platform

The Socialist Party, in the last 4 years of propaganda, has demonstrated that in the city, the factory, and the farm; in the field of labor, of politics, and of finance; that the individual must be free.
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It Rests with You
By Lincoln Cole.

The Present System
By Herndon F. Herndon.

Comrade Jesus
By Sarah S. Clark.

With the Circles
By J. M. Green.

The Trap
By F. M. Bailey.

Sweet Land of Liberty
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Can War Be Abolished Under Present System?

Yes

By B. S. Cox

I am a member of the American Association for the Abolition of War. I have been a member of this organization for several years. The members of the Association are very active in promoting the cause of peace. They have been successful in getting the government to make peace treaties with other countries. They have also been very successful in getting the government to stop the manufacture of weapons. This has made it possible for us to live in peace. We are all very happy about this. We are all very grateful to the members of the Association for their work. They have done a great service to the world. They have done a great service to humanity. We are all very grateful to them.

No

By Ellis B. Harris

I am a member of the American Association for the Abolition of War. I have been a member of this organization for several years. The members of the Association are very active in promoting the cause of peace. They have been successful in getting the government to make peace treaties with other countries. They have also been very successful in getting the government to stop the manufacture of weapons. This has made it possible for us to live in peace. We are all very happy about this. We are all very grateful to the members of the Association for their work. They have done a great service to the world. They have done a great service to humanity. We are all very grateful to them.

Farmers’ Road to Socialism

2,500,000 Farmers Sell Through Cooperatives

During the 1930s, the American cooperative movement experienced a significant growth. As the Great Depression hit the country, farmers found it increasingly difficult to sell their products. To overcome this problem, they formed cooperatives that allowed them to pool their resources and sell directly to consumers. This strategy helped them to reduce costs and increase their profits. The cooperatives also provided a way for farmers to retain control of their farms and to resist the power of large corporations. By the end of the 1930s, over 2.5 million farmers were participating in these cooperatives, which had become an important force in the agricultural landscape of the United States.

British Thinker Tells How Socialism May Be Realized

As a co-reader of the American Appeal, I can attest to the importance of promoting socialism. It is a vital force for change and progress. The British thinker whose ideas are presented here is a powerful advocate of socialism. His ideas have influenced many people around the world and have led to significant changes in society. His emphasis on the need for a more just and equitable society is timely and relevant. As we face the challenges of our time, we must heed his call for a more equitable world.

Otto Kahn Offers Gold Brick to American Labor

As the President of the American Appeal, I am pleased to announce that Otto Kahn has offered a gold brick to American labor. This is a significant gesture that demonstrates his commitment to the cause of workers' rights. The gold brick is a symbol of the value of labor and the importance of labor's contributions to society. This gesture is a powerful reminder of the importance of unity and solidarity in the labor movement. We are all grateful to Otto Kahn for his support and commitment to the cause of workers' rights.